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WARNING

Improper  installation or  use  of  this  product  may result  in
personal injury or property damage. Never use this product
in  any  other  way  than  intended.  Consult  the  Power  Jack
manual  for  precautions  and  operating  guidelines  for  the
inverter  in  which  the  WiFi  System  Control  board  was
installed.

Do  not  modify  the  WiFi  System  Control  board  unless
specifically  instructed  to  do  so  by  Genetry  Solar.   Never
operate the Power Jack inverter with the lid removed, as the
inverter contains high voltage that can easily cause serious
personal harm.

This manual may be subject to change at any time, and is not
final  in  any  way.   Please  ensure  that  you  have  the  most
recent manual for best results.

For  any questions  or  support  related to  the  Genetry  Solar
WiFi System Control board, please contact Genetry Solar at:

1-833-GENETRY
or visit www.genetrysolar.com

http://www.genetrysolar.com/
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Introduction
Thank you for your purchase!

What you have purchased is what we like to call the Swiss Army Knife for a Power Jack
inverter.  It  will  transform your  stock  Power  Jack  Inverter  into  an  internet-enabled  remote-
controlled inverter with advanced cooling and user tweakable settings that cannot be found on
almost any other inverter on the market. 

This is the Genetry Solar WiFi System Control board, and we know that you will be
happy  with  your  purchase.  Please  consult  this  manual  for  details  regarding  the  use  and
operation of the WiFi System Control board. 

All firmware updates and server usage are free for the lifetime of the version of the board
you have.  Please check the Genetry Solar website for details on the available firmware updates.

Features
Unfortunately, if we tried to list each and every feature provided by the Genetry Solar

WiFi System Control board, the amount of paper required would not allow this to be sold as an
“environmentally friendly” product.  Just skim through this manual on a discovery mission ☺.  

And remember: features can easily be added via firmware update.  If you are in need of a
particular feature, please contact Genetry Solar, and we will do our best to advise whether it is
possible to add via a firmware update.

Theory of Operation
The Genetry Solar WiFi System Control board (hereafter referred to as the “WiFi board”)

has been designed from the ground up to be a drop-in replacement for all Power Jack Version
7.0 (and newer) inverters with an LCD display.  (NOTE: Some Power Jack inverters—most
notably version 10 and newer—do not have mounting places in the chassis and/or the required
circuit connections.  If you would like to install a WiFi board on such an inverter, please contact
Genetry Solar for assistance.  It is still possible, but slightly more difficult.)

The WiFi board requires a connection to a compatibly reflashed Power Jack CPU to
access all of the features described in this manual.  (Note that both the reflashed CPU and the
WiFi board can function without the other, but with greatly reduced functionality.)

Compatibility with the original Power Jack LCD board means that there are three buttons
used to access all of the features and settings found on your new WiFi board:

• Enter Toggle between “select” and “adjust” modes or “click” buttons
• Up SEL: Move selection up ADJUST: increase selected setting
• Down SEL: Move selection down ADJUST: decrease selected setting
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“Select” mode is identified by highlighted text.  “Adjust” mode is identified by flashing
text.  Toggling between these modes is accomplished by pressing “Enter.”

There  are  several  special  functions  necessary  for  navigating  around  the  menus.   At
power-up, the menu bar will be selected; you can use Up and Down to switch between screens.
(Note that the menu bar scrolls as you navigate.)  It will look something like this:

Pressing “Enter” will enter “screen” mode on the chosen screen (in this case, “WiFi”).
This  enables you to select  any settings  or  options  on that  particular  menu.   Notice  that  in
“screen” mode,  all the rest of the menu options disappear:

You will notice the first option/setting/button on the screen will also be highlighted.  In
this mode, Up/Down will allow you to navigate through the available options/settings/buttons in
the menu.  Meanwhile, Enter will toggle “modify” state (in the event of an option/setting), or
“click” a button.

To get back to the menu bar, ensure that you are not in “modify” mode, and then simply
press or hold “Up” until the selection reaches the menu bar.  The menu bar will switch back to
the first picture, indicating that Up/Down now switches between screens as before.

“LCD Sleep”
If no buttons have been pressed within the LCD timeout (which is configurable in the

Cfg screen), the LCD backlight will dim to save a little power.  Pressing any of the three
buttons will exit LCD sleep mode.  (Note that if the buttons caused an LCD wake-up, they will
not perform their normal function.)

Power Up
When powering on the inverter you will be greeted with a Genetry Solar splash screen.

(Press any button to exit it.) During this time, all of the cooling fans connected to the WiFi
board will spin up to full speed as a power on test to ensure they are working. 

NOTE  : If one or more of the fans fail to spin up you must shut down the inverter and
check for bad or loose connections. Non-working fans can lead to inverter overheat, shutdown,
or damage.

After the splash screen the WiFi board will show the  Out screen.  There are multiple
screens available on the WiFi board, and each page will be described in detail in this manual.

(Please  note  that  what  you  see  on  your  WiFi  board  may  vary  depending  on  your
inverter’s specifications and configuration, as well as the WiFi board’s firmware version.)
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Changes to the Power Jack Inverter
As you may expect, in order to allow the WiFi board to fully control the inverter, and to

allow such a high level of inverter customization, the main CPU firmware must be upgraded by
Genetry  Solar.   Numerous  bugfixes,  simplifications,  feature  additions  and major  functional
changes have been implemented, many of which may cause unexpected behavior if you are
used to the original stock Power Jack firmware.

A brief list of changes is as follows:

• What: Complete and total redesign of both alarms and errors.
◦ You may notice:

▪ Alarms: If an alarm is triggered, the ALARM LED will blink twice per second
(together with the beeper sound) until the alarm is cleared.  The voice (if equipped)
will repeat the alarm statement (if applicable) every 10 seconds.

▪ Errors: In event of an error, the ALARM LED will light solid (beeper always on).
The voice (if  equipped) will  repeat the error statement (if  applicable) every 30
seconds.

▪ Beeper codes are completely gone (at least for now).  However, you can easily see
exactly what went wrong from your new WiFi board.

▪ Ability to auto-restart from errors (disabled by default).

• What: Inverter output voltage regulation has been redesigned.
◦ You may notice: More balanced heat across the low-side MOSFET boards, and much

improved regulation. The redesigned regulation code removes “nodes” in the voltage
adjustment  knob (if  equipped),  and also  eliminates  “flickering”  spots  with certain
loads.  Sensitive appliances should function properly when powered by your inverter.

• What: Battery charge has been disabled, until the code can be rewritten.
◦ You may notice: Battery charge doesn’t work.  We are working on this, and hope to

be able to reintroduce this feature into suitably-equipped inverters via firmware update
shortly.  Thank you for your patience.

• What: Increased awesomeness.
◦ You may notice: a strong desire to spread the word about how advanced your Power

Jack inverter has become, with all of the features provided by the WiFi board upgrade.
Warm thanks in advance to you from Genetry Solar.
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Out screen
This is the initial startup screen you will see on the WiFi screen.  It displays all the input

and output power statistics available to the inverter.  

Note that Out is a non-scrolling screen.

AC Input Voltage Shows measured AC input voltage (measured by the CPU)

Battery Voltage DC input voltage (measured by the CPU)

Output Voltage AC output voltage (measured by the WiFi board)

Output Frequency AC output frequency (measured by the WiFi board)

Output Current AC output current (amperage) (measured by the WiFi board)
NOTE: On split-phase 220v inverters, 110v (single-phase) loads will register ½ of
the load’s amperage.  This allows a single meter to accurately calculate the total
output wattage of split-phase inverters.

Output Watts AC total output watts (measured by the WiFi board)
NOTE: If Cfg → Show Load Percent is turned off (or no CPU connection), this 
will show the measured Power Factor of the load on the output.

Output Load Percentage of the current load to the inverter’s rated power.
NOTE: If Cfg → Show Load Percent is turned off (or no CPU connection), this 
will display the measured total output wattage.

Power Meter If “selected”, this will change to “RESET.”  Press Enter to reset it to
0.0kWH

Inverter Hourmeter If “selected”, this will change to “Diagnostic.”  Pressing Enter
will  access  a  scrollable  sub-screen with raw inverter  stats  intended
only for help with technical support issues.
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Status (no CPU connection) ...or a bad connection to the CPU

 AC: Battery Charge / AC pass-thru
(TBD: This is a future feature which will be enabled via firmware update.)

INV: Running Regular inverter mode

SAV: Off Timer (x) Power Save delay before load check

SAV: Waking Up Power Save turning inverter on

SAV: Load Check (x) Power Save checking for a load

SAV: Load Detected Power Save “run” mode

OFF: System Off Software shutdown, everything off

ALM: Transfrmr Temp CPU has detected high transformer temperature
ERR: Transfrmr Temp CPU shutdown, transformer overheat

(NOTE: This occurs if the CPU measures excessive temperature on the stock thermistor 
mounted to the transformer.)

ALM: MOSFET Temp CPU has detected high MOSFET board temp.
ERR: MOSFET Temp CPU shutdown, MOSFET board overheat

(NOTE: This occurs if the CPU measures excessive temperature on the stock thermistor 
mounted to the one MOSFET board.)

ALM: DC Over Volt DC input voltage is over OVP alarm setting
ERR: DC Over Volt DC input voltage exceeded OVP shutdown setting

ALM: Battery Low DC input voltage is below UVP alarm setting
ERR: Battery Low DC input voltage fell below UVP shutdown setting

ALM: AC Output Volt Inverter is having trouble regulating AC output
ERR: Output Low Inverter was unable to regulate the output voltage
ERR: Output Over V Inverter was unable to regulate the output voltage

ERR: Overloaded CPU detected overload condition
ALM: Overload CPU has detected near max load

(NOTE: This may be deprecated, as it only can measure current on one side of a split-
phase inverter.  It also tends to trip the inverter off far too soon.)

ERR: Power Switch Inverter power switch state was indeterminate
(NOTE: While this renders the power switch somewhat useless for realtime switching
between “Inverter” and “Power Save” modes, this error is required in order to prevent
unexpected MOSFET failure.  However, you can switch between “inverter” and “power
save” from both the Cfg screen and the WiFi interface.)

ERR: Bad CPU comm. CPU lost communication with the WiFi board.
(NOTE: The upgraded CPU code is fully capable of operating by itself, like the original
Power Jack firmware.  However, if the CPU detects a WiFi board, it will shut down if
that connection is lost.)

ERR: No Sys Config! Reserved for future inverter designs.
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ALM: INVERTER HOT! A thermistor connected to the WiFi board is nearing
the configured maximum temperature.

ERR: OVERHEAT! A thermistor connected to the WiFi board exceeded 
the configured maximum temperature.

ALM: NEAR MAX LOAD! WiFi board measures AC load at over 80% of max
ALM: OUT OVERLOADED! (ditto, >90% max load)
ERR: OVERLOADED WiFi board measured an excessive output AC load

ERR: POWER SENSE FAIL Power measurement IC on WiFi board is not 
responding.  Restart the WiFi board.

ERR: CPU BOOTLOADER This may occur if a firmware update fails, resulting 
in the CPU being unable to start.  Retry the update.

ERR: ??undefined?? You are in trouble ☺
(ALARMS: Note that they will alternate back and forth with a regular status message, as the inverter continues

to run.  Alarms will also cause the LCD backlight to “pulse” if the LCD is in power-save state.)
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Stat screen
The Stat screen pulls a large number of “quick” statistics together in one place to make

it easy to determine the inverter’s health statistics at a glance.  Note that this is a scrolling
screen; not all lines shown below will be visible on the screen at one time.

Many of the statistics can also be manually reset (if RESET pops out on a line while you
are scrolling, press “Enter” to reset it.)

All “Session Statistics” are cleared to zero when you power off the inverter, or reset the
WiFi board.

Inverter model number (if CPU connection)
System Hourmeter, broken down

Length of time the inverter has powered up
Length of time the inverter has been active

Battery voltage range
Maximum registered AC output load
System Error count
System Alarm count

MQTT message count
WiFi Signal strength in DB

(NOTE: MQTT Message count includes requests for status updates.  This number will
constantly increment if you are on the Genetry Solar inverter status page.)
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Temp screen
The  Temp screen allows you to  see  all  of  the available  temperature sensors  on  the

system, as well as assign them to control any or all of the three fan channels (next screen).

NOTE: If there are more than 6 temperature sensors on the system, this screen will need
to be scrolled to view the remaining temperature sensors.

This example shows a WiFi board with a CPU connection (both thermistors assigned to
all fan channels), and one thermistor plugged into thermistor channel 4, assigned to fan channel
A only.

If  a  thermistor  is  disconnected,  it  will  read  “-----”.   When  the  Temp screen  is
refreshed, disconnected thermistors will disappear, and the list may be reordered.

NOTE:  Due  to  the  large  amount  of  EMF  (electromagnetic  interference)  inside  the
inverter chassis, you may occasionally see a non-connected thermistor appear in the list with
an extremely low temperature reading.  This is normal, and can safely be ignored.

Channel ID: Available temperature channel ID’s are as follows:
• 1,2,3,4,5,6 Thermistor channels found on the WiFi board
• T Transformer Temperature Sensor (from the CPU)
• M MOSFET Temperature Sensor (from the CPU)
• A WiFi board ambient sensor (CANNOT control fans)

Notice  that  the  Ambient  (A)  temperature sensor  cannot be assigned to  any fan
channels.  Thermistors are used to measure hot spots that the ambient sensor would
not detect (especially on 9-20K inverters when the WiFi board is mounted behind
the AC output board).  

User  Character:  Allows  you  to  “tag”  thermistor  channels  so  you  know  what  they  are  
measuring  (i.e.  “T”  for  transformer  thermistors,  “M”  for  MOSFET thermistors,  etc.)

Range: A – Z.

Current Temperature: The entire WiFi board can easily be set to Celsius from the Cfg screen.
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Highest Temperature: Highlight and “click” these to reset them.

Fan Channel Assignments: An X indicates that this thermistor is assigned to the corresponding
fan channel (A, B, or C).

Fan channels are controlled by the thermistor assigned to it with the highest temperature.
The  default  configuration  assigns  all  thermistors  to  all  fan  channels,  so  all  fans  will  be
controlled by whichever thermistor measures the highest temperature in the inverter.

Fan channel assignments allow for very efficient cooling.  For example, if the cooling fan
near the MOSFET board (for inverters with one MOSFET board) is plugged into channel A,
you can assign all of the thermistors mounted to the MOSFET board heatsinks to fan channel A,
and that fan will only run as fast as necessary to keep the MOSFETs cool.  Meanwhile, other
thermistors can control, say, fan channel B to keep the transformer cool.  Or any mix of the two
—say,  assigning  the  MOSFET  temperature  sensor  closest  to  the  transformer  to  both  fan
channels A and B.

If a fan channel does not have any valid assigned thermistors, it will run at 100% as a
safety.   (Even if  a  fan  channel  has  thermistors  assigned  to  it,  if  these  thermistors  are  not
connected, the fan channel will still  run at 100%.)  Note that if no external thermistors are
connected, loss of CPU connection may cause fans to run to full speed (i.e. no valid thermistors
assigned to a channel).
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Fans screen
The Fans screen allows you to monitor, configure, and test the three fan channels 

provided on the WiFi board (A, B, and C).  Note that this is a scrolling screen; not all lines 
shown below will be visible on the screen at one time.

TH Chan The ID of the thermistor channel currently controlling this fan channel.       
NOTE: If  there  is  no  valid  thermistor  channel  assigned to  this  fan  channel,  the  fan
channel will run at 100% throttle as a failsafe.

Throtle The current PWM output for this channel (0-100%).                          
NOTE: When these are highlighted, they will switch to “TEST.” If you “select” one, you
can temporarily specify an absolute fan throttle output from 0-100% in 10% increments.
This is extremely handy when configuring the fan channels for proper operation.

Min Tmp Specifies the temperature at which this fan channel will start to throttle up.
Must be below Max Tmp.

Max Tmp Specifies  the  full-throttle  temperature  for  this  fan  channel.            
Must be between Min Tmp and Shutdwn temperature settings.

Shutdwn The shutdown temperature for this channel, maximum of 181°F.             
Must be above Max Tmp.
NOTE: If a thermistor channel has no fan channel assignments, it will use the  lowest
shutdown temperature from the three fan channels.

Off Spd Sets the minimum fan speed, if the cooling fans need to run all the time.

ProCool Proactive Cooling: Uses the current load to specify the minimum fan speed,
based on the specified percentage of the rated maximum load.  For example,
with an 8,000W inverter, and ProCool of 30%, the fan channel will reach
100% throttle at a 2,400W load (= 8,000 × 30%), and 50% at 1,200W.

Min PWM Sets the “1% throttle” output PWM value.  Some fans (particularly 2-wire
fans)  will  not  operate  with a  very narrow PWM output,  and this  allows
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calibration so the fans start immediately when needed.  4-wire PWM fans
can often run as low as 0% here, depending on your current fans.   Defaults
to  25%  for  2-wire  fans.                                       
NOTE:  Regardless of the setting here, 0% throttle will provide 0% PWM output.  1%
throttle will start with the value specified here with Min PWM.

PWM Frq The PWM output frequency for this channel, range: 20Hz to 30KHz.  If you
are  using  a  PWM fan,  check  the  datasheet  for  the  recommended  PWM
frequency.
WARNING: The stock Power Jack 2-wire 48v cooling fans  WILL burn out with high
PWM frequencies  (tested  at  25KHz).   Genetry  Solar  recommends  frequencies  under
1KHz (1000Hz) unless you have dedicated 4-wire PWM fans.  Genetry Solar is not liable
for damages resulting from fans being used outside of manufacturer specifications.   
NOTE: PWM frequencies below 25KHz may be audible in the fans.

A block diagram of the various fan control settings is as follows:

Note that if a thermistor assigned to a fan channel exceeds 100% of the specified Max
Tmp, the WiFi board will start to throttle up the other fan channels as well (“Buddy Assist”) to
attempt to cool the inverter down.  The other fan channels will reach 100% throttle when the hot
thermistor reaches approximately 120% of the specified Max Tmp.  The purpose of this is to
get as much airflow as possible through the inverter to try to avoid an overheat shutdown.
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WiFi screen
The WiFi screen allows you to view the current WiFi and communication status, as well

as control all of the WiFi settings offered by the WiFi board.

WiFi Allows control of the WiFi (on/off).  Configuration of the WiFi settings is done 
from the WiFi configuration webpage (see below).

Possible status messages are as follows:
---------- WiFi disabled
WiFi Idle WiFi switching modes
SSID Gone Cannot find the WiFi network specified in the WiFi config.
Connected Successfully connected to configured WiFi network
WiFi Fail WiFi connection attempt was unsuccessful.  Cannot connect.
WiFi Lost Lost connection to the configured WiFi network.
Disconnect WiFi is disconnected.

MQTT Mosquitto client control.  Settings are:
RO  (read-only), where the inverter cannot be remotely controlled
R/W (read/write), enabling remote control of the inverter
Off disables the MQTT client entirely.

Possible MQTT status messages are as follows:
---------- MQTT client disabled.
Timeout Could not connect to the MQTT server within the timeout.
Conn. Lost Lost connection to the MQTT server.
Conn. Fail Unable to connect to the MQTT server.  Bad path?
Connecting Attempting connection to MQTT server
Connected (Normal operation.)
Deny Ver. MQTT server rejected the used MQTT protocol version
Bad ID MQTT server rejected the used Client ID.
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Unavailabl MQTT server unavailable at this time.
Login Fail MQTT server rejected the login credentials
Conn. Deny MQTT server rejected the connection attempt

POST POST HTTP messaging service.  This can be set up in the WiFi configuration 
webpage (see below).  Note that this does NOT support HTTPS (secure) servers.  
It can be used with online services supporting regular HTTP (non-secured) 
connections, such as IFTTT, Pushbullet, and others.  Note that the WiFi board will 
periodically connect to the specified server to verify it can be accessed.

Possible status messages are as follows:
---------- POST disabled
Ready Connection Test received an HTTP 200 (OK) from server
No Connect Not connected to the server
Conn. Lost Lost connection to the server
Bad URL Connection Test received an HTTP 400 (Malformed URL)
Not Found Connection Test received an HTTP 404 (Not Found)
Refused Connection was refused
Fail Send Unable to send message to POST server
Code: xxx Unknown code received from POST server

Update Software Update Status.  If Genetry Solar has released a new firmware version,
you will be notified here.  There is no way to remotely update your inverter, as an
update requires that the inverter be shut down in order to reprogram the CPU.

NOTE: The WiFi board cannot program a stock Power Jack CPU.  The CPU
must first be programmed by Genetry Solar for firmware updates to function.

The WiFi board will check the existence and validity of the most recent update file
at each system startup.  Invalid or non-applicable update files will be ignored.

When an update has been verified, you will see something like this:

Get v 1.3r22

This  indicates  the  major  version,  the  minor  version,  and  the  revision  number.
Select this item and “click” it to enter the firmware update utility.  NOTE: You will
see a screen warning you that the inverter must be shut down to update.  Due to
hardware limitations, there is no way around this requirement.

BUG REPORTING: If you encounter problems with your inverter that you believe
are  a  result  of  a  firmware  bug,  please  contact  Genetry  Solar  with  a  detailed
description of the problem, as well as the steps needed to reproduce it (if possible).
Please note that Genetry Solar may not be able to fix the bug if it cannot be readily
reproduced.

Update Branch This allows you to determine what kind of updates you would like to 
be notified about.  The options are as follows:
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Major Major version number change (v1.x, 2.x, 3.x, etc.)  Generally 
indicates major feature additions/changes

Minor Minor version number change (vx.1, x.2, x.3, etc.)  Most often 
indicates stable versions with bug fixes

Debug Revision number change (vx.x r0, x.x r1, x.x r2, etc.)  New 
feature additions will first appear here, though potentially with 
minor bugs.

Tech. Tech Support channel.  Only use this if directly instructed to 
do so by Genetry Solar.

Configure WiFi “Clicking” this will cause the WiFi board to generate a WiFi network
(currently GenetryPJ) that you will need to connect to with an Internet-connected
device with a web browser (smartphone, laptop, PC, Mac, etc.) in order to access
these settings.

Note  that  you  can  scan  the  QR  code  on  the  LCD  with  a  smartphone  to
automatically connect to the GenetryPJ network.  Alternatively, you can manually
connect to it from your device’s WiFi settings.

Upon connecting to the GenetryPJ network, open your web browser.  Depending
on your web browser and device, you should be presented with a “network login
page”  or  something  similar.   If  this  does  not  happen,  try  navigating  to
“192.168.1.1” (without the quotes).

When you get the WiFi board’s configuration page loaded in your web browser, the
WiFi board will scan for available WiFi networks, and give you a list.  (Note that
WiFi repeaters will appear as separate entries.  Simply pick the one with the best
signal strength.)

After clicking on the desired WiFi network, enter in the password (if necessary),
and click “Connect.”  The WiFi board will attempt to connect to the network, and
if successful, it will save the credentials internally.

The  POST  function’s  path  and  payload  can  also  be  configured  from  this
configuration screen, if you would like to use this feature.  (Note that it will only
send alarm and error notifications, no status updates.)

The MQTT server path can also be configured here, in the event that you would
like your inverter to connect to a local server.  (Please note that Genetry Solar does
not  provide  technical  support  for  this  feature.   The  default  setting  is
“wifi.genetrysolar.com”, again, without the quotes.)
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ID: PJxx.... “Click” this to generate a QR code that you can easily scan to get your
WiFi board’s unique ID number.  

CAUTION: Do not share your inverter’s ID number with anyone other than
Genetry Solar Tech Support.  While the risk is very remote, if your inverter is
not registered to your account on the Genetry Solar MQTT server, someone
else  could  potentially  register  it  to  their  account  and  remotely  access  it.
Worse, this would also prevent you from registering it to your own account.  

Cfg screen
The Cfg screen gives you tremendous control over not only your inverter, but also the 

WiFi board itself.  This is one of the longest scrolling screens on the WiFi board (depending on 
the system configuration).

Settings from “PWRSave” and downwards are stored in the CPU itself.  Note that a WiFi
board is not required for these settings to function, though a WiFi board will add considerable
functionality to certain features (such as Power Save).
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The settings are as follows:

Controls the WiFi board LCD’s backlight brightness and “no button pressed” timeout.

The backlight levels can range from 0 (off) to 7 (full brilliance).  However, note that
“Off” will always be less than “On.”

Timeout options are 1min, 5min, 10min and --min (always on, timeout disabled.)

Switches the temperature display radix between C (Celsius) and F (Fahrenheit).

Controls the inverter’s current mode.  This setting is also controllable via WiFi/MQTT.
Available options are:

Off Inverter is shut off
On Inverter is in regular “on” mode
PWRSave Inverter is in “power save” mode
Switch Use the inverter’s power switch to choose “on” or “power save”

Adjusts the power save inverter mode settings.  Power Save mode greatly reduces the
inverter’s no-load current.  Basically, when in Power Save mode, the inverter will turn on for
the “Load Check” duration (in seconds), and monitor the output load.  If the output load is less
than the “Minimum”, it will turn off, and wait for the “Off Time” (in seconds), before turning
back on for the “Load Check” duration (ad infinitum).  However, if while in “Load Check”, it
detects a load wattage equal to or greater than the “Minimum”, the inverter will seamlessly
remain on until the load disappears.

NOTE: Power Save is of rather dubious value with modern appliances that have internal
microprocessors, as every time the inverter cycles power, they will reset.  It works by far the
best with older mechanical equipment (bi-metallic thermostats, etc.)  For those who absolutely
need to save a few watts,  it  is  technically possible to rewire certain appliances to run the
microprocessor on DC power, and when the major AC components are switched on, the inverter
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will  stop  cycling.   However,  this  requires  a  very  advanced  knowledge  of  electronics  and
electricity, and is beyond the scope of most hobbyists.

Load Check: 1-9 seconds.  Off time: 1-99 seconds.  Minimum load: 5-99W.  (Note that
many appliances have capacitors across the AC line, which will cause the inverter to register a
load, even though the appliance is turned off and not being used.  Simply adjust this setting
above that minimum load to enable Power Save.)

Specifies  the  desired  inverter  output  voltage  and  frequency.   These  can  be  changed
without restarting the inverter.  

Output Voltage range on 220v inverters (split phase or otherwise): 85-265vAC (yes, it is
possible to have a 110v split-phase inverter!  Use at your own risk.)

Output Voltage range on 110v inverters: 85-140vAC.

Output Frequency: 50Hz or 60Hz.

NOTE:  The  CPU’s  AC  output  feedback  and  WiFi  board’s  AC  output  feedback  are
separate systems,  and may read differently,  e.g. CPU is set  to 230v,  but the WiFi board is
reading 226v.  These readings may need calibrated to read accurately.

Battery Voltage control settings.  This can get a little complicated; please read carefully.
These settings are calculated from each other, so modifying one setting may change several
others.  OVP = OverVoltage Protection; UVP = UnderVoltage Protection.

• Nominal is defined as (12/24/48v design voltage) + this adjustment

◦ OVP Error (shutdown) is internally defined as “points above Nominal”

▪ OVP Alarm (warning) is internally defined as “points below OVP Error”

◦ UVP Error (shutdown) is internally defined as “points below Nominal”

▪ UVP Alarm (warning) is internally defined as “points above UVP Error”

◦ Bulk Volt and Float Volt: “points above Nominal” (battery charge only)

Thusly, modifying Nominal will affect all of the other settings, as they are calculated
from it.  Modifying an Error setting will affect the Alarm value, as it is calculated from Error.

Note that settings defined as “points above Nominal” cannot be set to a value less than
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Nominal.  Ditto for settings defined as “points below Nominal”—they cannot be set to a
value greater than Nominal.

You will need to adjust Nominal if you want the inverter to shut down (or alarm) above
the current system voltage (i.e. alarm at 48.5v, shut down at 48.0v).  It will also need adjusted
upwards if you need to extend OVP (overvoltage protection) beyond 63vDC.  (System grand
maximum of 70vDC, beyond which damage may occur to the inverter.)

Note that increasing  Nominal will also increase the lowest possible UVP setting.  It
also adjusts the charge voltage settings (if applicable).

Enters a subscreen which allows you to calibrate the various sensors on the system.
NOTE/WARNING: See the next section “Calibrate” Sub-screen for details.

These settings control automatic error restart, where the inverter can automatically restart
itself after error shutdown.  Note that in the case of Overheat and UVP/OVP, the corresponding
alarms must also be clear (i.e. the inverter not in alarm state anymore) before the inverter will
automatically restart.

By default,  these are all  disabled.  Note that these settings must be enabled  before a
system shutdown, or the inverter will not auto-restart.

Min Delay is the minimum delay before the inverter will check the alarm flags and
determine whether to restart.  If the condition is still present, it will restart the timer.

These settings will only be present on inverters with charge capability.  At the time of this
manual, charge has not yet officially been redesigned, and these features (if present) have been
disabled.

CAUTION: Changing Nominal will also affect the battery charge voltage settings.
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Charge Mode controls the battery charge feature.  Available options are:
Off Disabled, AC input is ignored
Solar DC priority, fall back to AC input when UVP Alarm is triggered
UPS AC priority, fall back to DC when AC input voltage is lost/unstable
Sync Daisy-chain multiple inverters (HYPOTHETICAL FEATURE)

Charge Amps can be used to throttle back the battery charger’s current (if necessary)
to prevent tripped breakers or smaller battery banks.  Converting this
to actual “charge amps” may or may not be possible, due to the vast
number of different inverter versions and configurations.

Bulk Volt. specifies the target battery voltage when in CC (constant current) 
charge mode.

Float Volt. specifies the desired battery voltage when in CV (constant voltage) 
charge mode.

More details to come in a future firmware revision.
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Calibrate Readings Sub-screen
This screen can only be accessed from Cfg → Calibrate Readings.  It allows

you to be able to calibrate the various power sensors in the inverter.

NOTE: If either the battery voltage or AC output voltage are too low, check the original
adjustment knobs on the front of the Power Jack inverter.  Do not use these to adjust the output
voltage  or  battery  shutdown  voltage,  as  they  will  render  the  readings  on  the  WiFi  board
completely unusable.  

• Battery adjust must be rotated all the way counter-clockwise.

• AC voltage adjust must be rotated all the way clockwise.

Due to tolerances in manufacturing, as well a differences in design, the different Power
Jack inverters may need calibrated for accurate readouts on the WiFi board.  

To accurately calibrate the Power Jack inverter, you will need a multimeter, and an AC
ammeter (clamp-on preferred).  You also need to be electrically literate, and know what you are
doing when accessing the calibration settings.  

WARNING: Contact with the output of any power inverter can be life-threatening.  If
you are do not understand the required tools, or the potential dangers with high voltage, do
not attempt calibration.  
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The displayed numbers are what the corresponding sensors are currently reading.  When
calibrating the values (using Up/Down), note that it may take several presses of the appropriate
button for any change to be seen in the displayed numbers.  (The actual calibration number
being adjusted is not displayed.)

Battery Battery voltage as measured by the CPU.  Adjustment range: ±4vDC
(48v), ±2v (24v), ±1v (12v).

Desired AC Output This is the number specified in Cfg for reference.

AC Out AC output voltage as registered by the Power Jack CPU.  This is the
output voltage regulator calibration.
With a multimeter connected across L1 + L2 (split-phase inverters) or
L + N (single-phase inverters), calibrate this number until the output
voltage registered on the multimeter matches what is displayed here.
(Note  that  this  number  will  not  always exactly  match Desired  AC
Output due to the internal voltage regulation hysteresis.)

LCD AC Out V Output voltage as measured by the WiFi board.  This is NOT the
output voltage regulator  , and is in no way connected to the Power
Jack CPU.  With a multimeter connected across L1 + L2 (split-phase
inverters) or L + N (single-phase inverters), calibrate this number until
it matches the multimeter.

LCD AC Out A Output  current  as  measured by the  WiFi  board.   The  best  way  to
calibrate this is with a clamp-on (non-contact) ammeter, with a large
load.  NOTE: On split-phase 220v inverters, a 110v (single-phase)
load will register exactly ½ the current here.  Calibrate this value
until it matches the current measured with the ammeter (or exactly ½
the value measured if using a single 110v load on a 220v split-phase
inverter).
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Frequently Asked Questions

Q: Some (or all) of my fans are running at full speed, but the inverter is cold.  What’s
going on?

A: Fans running at full speed generally indicates missing temperature sensors (thermistors) or
configuration issues.  The following scenarios may cause this:

1. If you have no thermistors connected to the WiFi board (only “Ambient” present in the
Temp screen), likely there is some problem with the CPU connection, firmware, or CPU
itself.

2. One or more thermistors are shorted out (will register > 300F / 150C)

3. No valid thermistors assigned to the particular fan channel (full speed failsafe).

4. CPU connection lost, and no thermistors connected to the WiFi board

Q: My inverter is running fine, but the WiFi board is saying that the output AC voltage is
way too low.  What is going on?

A: Likely this is caused by a dirty connection on the power sense connector between the Power
Jack “charger” board and the WiFi board.  Turn your inverter off, and try wiggling both ends of
the connector.  More often than not, this clears up the issue.

Q: I was trying to update my inverter, and now it won’t turn on!  What do I do?

A: Try turning the inverter off and back on again.  If it still fails to start, you should be getting
ERR: CPU Bootloader error on the Out screen.  (If not, there is some other problem.)
If you see the above error, try updating the inverter again.  Sometimes large amounts of ambient
interference can cause an error in the update process.  (Genetry Solar recommends installing a
ferrite bead on the cable between the WiFi board and the CPU to reduce this interference.)

Q: Something went wrong, and my WiFi board is locked up.  I can’t reset it with the
power switch.  What happened, and what should I do?

A: Large AC electrical surges can potentially cause the WiFi board’s processor to “glitch” or
“crash”, resulting in it locking up.  (This may be more problematic on 9-15K inverters, as the
AC charger board is directly behind the WiFi board.)  Resetting the WiFi board is slightly more
difficult, as it is directly connected to the DC input terminals on the inverter.  To reset the WiFi
board, power to it needs cycled; either disconnect power to the inverter and let the inverter
capacitors discharge, or temporarily disconnect the in-line fuse to the WiFi board.
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Specifications

Electrical Specifications

Battery Input Voltage Range: 10v – 72vDC

Average Power Usage (Backlight Full, WiFi On): 0.5W (40mA @ 12v)

Fans: Maximum Total Current: 8A

Fans: PWM Output Frequency: 20Hz – 30KHz

Fans: PWM Signal Voltage (4-wire): 10.5vDC

Fans: Connector Specification: JST XH-2 and XH-4

Thermistor Specification: 15K 3950 NTC

Thermistor Connector Specification: XHB-2 (locking, not official JST spec)

Mechanical Specifications

Rev 1.00 (“B”): 108(W) × 98(H) × 23(D)mm

Rev. C: 98(W) × 76(H) × 14(D)mm

A product by Genetry Solar
www.genetrysolar.com

1-833-GENETRY
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